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Octavia Street SB closure at Hayes Street
would require reversing traffic flow on Linden
Street to eastbound only from Laguna Street
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Weeklong trial closure for NB Octavia
scheduled for March 31 - April 7

Parcel L

Parcel K

Octavia Northbound Local Road:
Streetscape project to calm traffic, expand and
enhance pedestrian realm (not shown)

(Concept design alternatives in development, to
be reviewed at public meetings in April; SFMTA
approvals expected summer/fall 2017)

Oak/Fell Road Diet Proposal

Concepts dropped from consideration at this time
- Insufficient benefits (limited parking gain) and
public support for Oak Street changes
MUNI
ONLY

- Fell Street potential lane reduction / angled
parking to be re-considered after Van Ness Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) project completed in 2019

Exploring rain garden(s) & other greening
opportunities with potential sidewalk bulbouts
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Market-Octavia concept(s) as part
of Upper Market Safety Project
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Please visit our project page at sfmta.com/octavia, where you can
download project documents and sign-up for updates.
Project Manager: Casey Hildreth (casey.hildreth@sfmta.com | 415-701-4817)
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In anticipation of development along the Boulevard
and in response to community requests for traffic
calming and place-making, SFMTA is working with
Public Works to create a streetscape design concept
for the northbound local lane, from Page to Fell.
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Gough Street Parking Changes

Design objectives

Project Contact: Casey Hildreth, casey.hildreth@sfmta.com

Octavia BoulevardDevelopment
Enhancement Project Project & Draft Proposal(s) Summary Map
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CURBLESS ROADWAY

EXTEND THE PARK

OPEN STREETS

TEXTURE

PERMEABLE PAVING

REMOVABLE BOLLARDS

A curbless, shared roadway
provides priority to people walking
and encourages slower, more
considerate driving.

This concept would expand upon
the success of Patricia’s Green by
bringing more pedestrian space
and park elements into the area.

Streets can be used for more
than just vehicular movement;
temporary street closures provide
opportunities for programming.

A variety of textures on the
surface create an interesting and
pedestrian-scale experience.

Permeable surfaces allow water
to naturally filter into the ground
and rain gardens can provide an
opportunity for informal seating.

Street closures along the local
roadway could be facilitated by
removable bollards or similar
barrier elements.

10.7’

11’

Pervious paving and a curbless
condition between the street and
roadway encourage rainwater
infiltration on the site

9’

22.3’

Existing
Planted median
infiltration zone

Existing
Planted median
infiltration zone

Concept 2: Urban Playscape

Landscape architects at Public Works have
developed three design concepts (shown at right).
These concepts reflect a ‘typical’ Octavia local block
along the two-block project. While a single concept
will be selected and applied to both blocks, design
elements could be mixed and matched.
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Subject to public hearing and MTA approval

- Remove SB double-right turn lane onto Fell
(adds 7 new parking spaces)
- Increase intersection daylighting at
Hayes/Gough (removes 3 metered spaces)
- Expand peak period tow-away lane on westbound
Fell (impacts 4 metered spaces)

Keep the local lane local – slow traffic and maintain
low vehicle volumes, expand pedestrian space, and
make it safe and comfortable to ride a bicycle

Not to Scale

March 2017
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Description

Raised crosswalk
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LAGUNA STREET

SFMTA.COM/OCTAVIA

of freeway parcels

Oak & Fell lane reduction concepts dropped for now
Proposals to reduce thru lanes on Oak St and Fell St (Octavia to Gough)
and add angled parking are not being pursued for now. In addition to
hearing concerns from neighbors, the on-going Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) construction is affecting traffic in the area. The SFMTA has decided
not to make significant changes to arterial streets for the time being.

Stay informed about the project!
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Start of construction expected 2017

OAK ST

Hayes Street Follow the Paving Improvements:
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(Shown with draft bulbout concepts as presented at
March 15 public open house; proposed eastbound
traffic diverter at Webster not shown; approval of
concept design is anticipated summer 2017)
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IMPROVEMENT ZONE
[2 BLOCKS LONG]
FELL ST TO PAGE ST

PATRICIA’S GREEN PARK

HAYES ST

MUNI

Additional bulbouts, traffic calming, circulation
changes, and “greening” improvements as part of
initial project segment (Webster to Market streets)

Concept 1: Shared Space

OCTAVIA BLVD

Under study/review, potential
developer-implemented project

Page Street Neighborway:

BUMP

Changes to travel lanes and parking on Gough, Fell, and Hayes
Also this summer, we’re implementing minor lane and parking changes in
the area. On Gough St (Hayes to Fell), we’re converting the curb-side right
turn lane into parking to make it easier for larger vehicles (including Muni)
to turn right and simplify the pedestrian crossing at Gough and Fell.
We’re also extending a commute hour tow-away lane on Fell St (Franklin
to Gough) to improve the flow of traffic and reduce crosswalk/intersection
blocking. Finally, we’re adding a small right turn pocket on Hayes St (at
Gough), to improve the visibility of people walking and traffic flow.

PARCEL ‘S’

HAIGHT ST

BLVD BLVD

Approved March 2017;
to be implemented by summer 2017

Construction expected to start summer 2017

Construction coming for several intersection improvements
Beginning late this summer, construction starts along Octavia Blvd, Oak St,
Laguna St, and Hayes St, involving re-paving, construction of median and
refuge islands, bulb-outs at key crossings, and other safety improvements.

PARCEL ‘R’

Approved, construction to start in 2017

(Shown): Potential new left-turn pockets for accessing
Oak/Fell streets (under review & subject to change)

Project updates

PARCEL ‘N’

T

Center-Running
Bike Lane Extension:

PARCEL ‘M’

S
ET

New signal with queue jump for inbound buses;
proposed left-turn restrictions off of Haight St

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) is planning
several projects to improve travel safety, circulation, and the public
realm on and around Octavia Boulevard, which replaced a portion of the
Central Freeway in 2005. As Hayes Valley continues to grow, and with the
City’s commitment to Vision Zero – the goal to eliminate serious traffic
injuries and fatalities by 2024 – now is a great time to provide safer, more
sustainable mobility options, while also mitigating the impacts of citywide
traffic accessing the Boulevard and Central Freeway.

SIDEWALK & MEDIAN CHANGES

RK

Haight Street MUNI FORWARD

BUCHANAN STREET

MA

Octavia Boulevard
Enhancement Project

Octavia Blvd Northbound Local Road Streetscape Design (Page to Fell)

Project study area & status map

Enhance and expand the public realm – connect to
Patricia’s Green and Living Alleys, integrate with
developments, and support flexible/shared uses
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CURBLESS ALLEYS

PERMEABLE SIDEWALK

PERMEABLE ROADWAY

PLAYFUL SEATING

URBAN PROTOTYPING

ART NOT BOLLARDS

Raising the roadway at alleyways
slows drivers and provides a
continuous sidewalk-level surface.

Decorative permeable paving
would demarcate where infiltrates
into an underground cistern.

A permeable roadway would
reduce demands on the sewer
system and pavers would create a
pedestrian-scale surface.

Contemporary design and informal
seating elements would expand
the pedestrian realm into a social
space that extends down alleys.

Temporary installations provide
an opportunity to activate the
expanded public/social realm.

Sculptural elements could provide
informal seating and replace
traditional bollards where the
sidewalk and roadway are level.

10.7’

11’

Pervious paving and a curbless
condition between the street and
roadway encourage rainwater
infiltration on the site

9’

22.3’

Existing
Planted median
infiltration zone

Existing
Planted median
infiltration zone

Concept 3: Linear Green

Embrace natural systems – capture and treat
storm water locally, as feasible, and provide
additional landscaping and greening elements
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How you can help & timeline

Few land parcels from the former
Central Freeway’s footprint remain.
Narrow plots along the east side of Octavia
Boulevard call for approx. 130 residences
and 8,500 sq. feet of retail space.

Please take a moment to leave your feedback in
the boxes to the right of each of the three design
concepts – what do you like or dislike about each?
SFMTA and Public Works staff will be using this
feedback to refine the proposal. We will return in
summer 2017 to share our progress.
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RAIN GARDENS

PLANTED BUFFER ZONE

INTEGRATED SEATING

PERMEABLE PARKING

CUTS IN THE CURB

INFILTRATION

Linear rain gardens would extend
the green space down Octavia
Boulevard from Patricia’s Green
and into the neighborhood.

Rain gardens could double as beds
for shrubs and trees, providing a
green buffer space between the
roadway and sidewalk.

Rain garden borders also provide
an opportunity for informal seating
and a social public space.

Permeable pavers located along
the parking strip would allow for
water to filter into the ground.

Cuts in the curb line allow storm
water from the street to flow into
rain gardens.

In rain gardens and along other
permeable surfaces, rain water
filters naturally into the ground.

10.7’

11’

Curb cuts in the street allow for
rainwater to enter a terraced rain
garden for additional infiltration
opportunities
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Octavia Boulevard Enhancement Project

Patricia’s Green (Fell to Hayes)
What do you like / dislike about...?
CONCEPT 1: SHARED SPACE

Description

Upper Market Safety Project (Focus Area: Market/Octavia Intersection)
1

Description

At Patricia’s Green, we are evaluating closing Octavia St to vehicular traffic
on one or both sides of Patricia’s Green (Linden to Hayes) in response to
community interest in expanding public open space and improving safety.
While we wait for larger streetscape changes tied to development of the
PROXY site, we are testing lighter strategies – like this one-week event.
Objectives

7

Where Octavia meets Market Street and the Central Freeway, we’re proposing intersection improvements
to improve safety and to add a parking-protected bikeway as part of the Upper Market Safety Project
(sfmta.com/uppermarket). The Upper Market proposal will be presented to the SFMTA Board for approval
on May 2nd, 2017, while the Octavia Enhancement Project is continuing to seek input on whether or not
restricting left turns from eastbound Market Street onto northbound Octavia Blvd should also be included.
2

Section C

Section B

Section A

3

Blue Zone

Green Zone

Passenger Loading

1

5

10

Green Zone Green Zone

PROS:

1

Improve intersection safety by addressing collision patterns and poor compliance

Reduce through vehicle traffic and safety issues adjacent to Patricia’s Green

Increase protection for people bicycling and reduce conflicts with other modes

Address awkward intersection layout and congestion where Octavia meets Hayes

Reduce pedestrian crossing distances and improve accessibility
3

1

2

Provide a ‘gateway’ to transition people from the freeway to neighborhood streets
3

– More green time (less delay) for outbound
Market Street, with
potential bike/pedestrian
13
signal ‘head start’
14
Replace Market
Street left-turn lane with landscaped
center
Remove existing bulbout to allow protected
bike
lane with
11
–
Reduces
likelihood
of
cut-through
traffic
on
median; prohibit left-turns onto Octavia (see #3); add
widened transit boarding island (no impacts to existing
center pedestrian
refuge
island
trees); tighten corner to improve Laguna Street
crossing
northbound
Octavia
local
lane
7

6

2

9

8

4

Use trial closures to explore impacts to vehicular access and operational issues

Existing on-street car-share space
removed (or relocated to neaby location)

Section C

Section B

Section A

Convert Hermann Street to one-way eastbound with
angled parking; allows larger bulbout next to new senior
1
6’ 10” pending SFFD review
housing/cafe and may add spaces

5

Add accessible pedestrian refuge island to existing crosswalk; upgrade existing painted center divider with
pavers (maintain access for emergency response) 2
Green Zone Green Zone

Add new protected left-turn signal phase for Market
Street left-turns to Guerrero and Laguna streets (see #11)

6

7

Green Zone

Blue Zone

Passenger Loading

Revise southbound bike crossing with lead-in bike lane,
bike signal, and two-stage turn box (requires relocation of
Section C
Section Bexisting blue zone on Octavia local road)

CONS:

8

10

13

Implement eastbound parking protected bike lane with
9
modified Pearl Street approach (removes two metered
parking spaces and potentially one pilot car share location)

Fill-in existing bike channel to expand plaza and reduce
crossing distance of Octavia Boulevard; facilitate potential
future art installation by others

Blue Zone

*4 motorcycle spaces
to be relocated

+7

Parking spaces added on
Gough St (summer 2017)

Bulbout Guerrero Street intersection by combining
left/through lanes (removes 3 moto spaces); consider
continuation of Guerrero landscaped center median &
additional London Plane trees

– Routing of bicycle traffic
past Patricia’s Green

SFFD
Water Cistern

Four (4) parking spaces removed this block for bikeway

5

Sidewalk/plaza narrowing
for bikeway & expanded boarding island

Realign crosswalk with Guerrero Street bulbout; extend &
widen transit boarding island; update signal pole design

3

January 2017

Green Zone
Octavia St

– Loss of on-street parking
(2-7 spaces, depending
on if one or both sides)

Market Street

4

Green Zone Green Zone

d

High Pressure Fire Hydrant
Fill-in
existing
bike
channel
to
expand
plaza
and
reduce
Implement eastbound parking protected bike lane with
crossing distance of Octavia Boulevard; facilitate potential
modified Pearl Street approach (removes two metered parkExisting Curb Line
future art
installation
by others
ing spaces
and
potentially
one pilot
car share location)
Replace Market Street left-turn lane with landscaped center
Remove existing bulbout
to allow
protected
bike lane with
Convert Hermann
Street to
one-way
eastbound
with
median; prohibit left-turns
onto
Octavia (see #3); add
widened transit boarding island (no impacts to existing
angled parking; allows larger bulbout next to new senior
Flexible
Bollards
Add
to northbound
bike lane on Octavia local
Expand
island
for protected
bikeway at Central Fwy trees); tighten corner
center pedestrian refuge island
toprotection
improve Laguna
Street crossing
housing/cafe and
maymedian
add spaces
pending
SFFD review
road (concrete island or flexible bollards); enhance Market
approach (requires sidewalk/plaza narrowing)
New Sidewalk / Median
Cross
Section crossStreet
crosswalk
and consider
extinguishable
“NoMedian
Right
Revise
southbound
bike crossing with lead-in bike lane,
to include mountable
curbs or be
installed as flexible
Implement
westbound
parking
protected
bike lane
Octavia to
Add accessible pedestrian refuge See
island
to existing
Existing
disabled parking relocated
to Market Street
bollards pending final Fire Department review
10
Turn
on
Red”
sign
for
drivers
turning
right
from
Central
for
Improve
of Central
Fwy
ramp
with
more
island
refuge
bike signal, and two-stage turn box (requires relocation of
k,
Buchanan
(removes
seven
metered
spaces);
maintain
&
crosswal
walk; upgrade
existing touchdown
painted
center
divider
with
ramp,
curb
New
accessible loading/parking
Five (5) parking spaces removed this block for bikeway
accessible
crosswalks,
bulbout
at McCoppin Hub path; add enhance passengerFreeway;
existing blue zone on Octavia local road)
loading add bike box for outbound Market Street
pavers (maintain
access for
emergency
response)
bike signal with ‘head start’ for people biking inbound across
Octavia
Street signal
(reduces
potential
conflicts at Valencia Street)
Fill-in existing bike channel to expand plaza and reduce
Implement eastbound parking protected bike lane with
13
Add new protected
left-turn
phase
for Market
8
Passenger Loading
Blue Zone
crossing distance of Octavia Boulevard; facilitate potential
modified Pearl Street approach (removes two metered parkStreet left-turns to Guerrero
(see #11)
Green Zone and Laguna streets
future art installation by others
ing spaces and potentially one pilot car share location)
Bulbout Guerrero Street intersection by combining
9
Market
Street
e
alternativ
concept
closurefor
Add protection to northbound bike lane on Octavia local
lane island
Expand
median
protected
bikeway
at Central Fwy
left/through lanes (removes 3 moto spaces); consider
for left-turn
1 See inset
14
road (concrete island or flexible bollards); enhance Market
approach (requires sidewalk/plaza narrowing)
continuation of Guerrero landscaped center median &
Street crosswalk and consider extinguishable “No Right
additional London Plane trees
10
Turn on Red” sign for drivers turning right from Central
Improve touchdown of Central Fwy ramp with more
Freeway; add bike box for outbound Market Street
accessible crosswalks, bulbout at McCoppin Hub path; add
Realign crosswalk with Guerrero Street bulbout; extend &
bike signal with ‘head start’ for people biking inbound across
widen transit boarding island; update signal pole design
Octavia Street (reduces potential conflicts at Valencia Street)
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WIDE BULB-OUT, MEDIAN EXTENSION ON GUERRERO

What are your thoughts for Market/Octavia?
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Bicycle / pedetrian ‘head start’ for inbound and
outbound Market Street, NB/SB bike signals
under study

Pa
r

US-101
Central Freeway

Upper Market Safety Project: Design Proposal (Market-Octavia Focus Area)
Inbound &PARKING-PROTECTED
Outbound Protected Bikeways
with
Landscaped
Center
Median;
One-Way
Hermann
Street
BIKEWAY
SEE BETTER MARKET STREET AND ‘THE HUB’ PROJECTS
www.sfmta.com/uppermarket
FOR POTENTIAL FUTURE CHANGES TO EAST/SOUTH
(SEE CROSS SECTION & DESCRIPTION BELOW)
Pe
ar
l
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ce

Sidewalk/plaza narrowing
for protected bikeway

“Fire Safety Zones” for midblock fire truck staging

rre

What’s on your wish list for Octavia at the Green?

bo

(NO INBOUND PARKING PROTECTED BIKEWAY THIS BLOCK
DUE TO DRIVEWAYS AND BOARDING ISLAND CONFLICTS)

St

Three (3) parking spaces removed this block for bikeway

Du

Low Pressure Fire Hydrant

Upper Market Safety Project: Design Proposal (Market-Octavia Focus Area)
5
Inbound & Outbound Protected Bikeways with Landscaped Center Median; One-Way Hermann Street
www.sfmta.com/uppermarket January 2017
Gu
e

CONCEPT 3: LINEAR GREEN

DRAFT CONCEPT
For discussion only

Linden St

Fell St

Changes to on-street parking
- # = loss of # spaces

Hayes St

Activity space for movable
cafe-style tables and chairs,
retaining emergency access.

Add new protected left-turn signal phase for Market
Street left-turns to Guerrero and Laguna streets (see #11)

Revise southbound bike crossing with lead-in bike lane,
Existing on-street car-share space
removed
(or relocated to neaby
location)
bike signal, and two-stage turn box
(requires
relocation
of
existing blue zone on Octavia local road)

St

No vehicular traffic

10
- Summer 2017: Near-term (paint only) implementation of parking-protected bikeway, if approved; Potential legislation of
6
1
								 eastbound to northbound left turn restriction, if pursued
January 2017
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12
- 2019: Construction of approved sidewalk and median changes, signal enhancements
DETAILS (Market-Octavia
TBD)
Upper Market Safety Project: (LANDSCAPING
Design Proposal
Focus
Area)
(WITH
REVISED
PEDESTRIAN MEDIANS)
13 W
3
Inbound
&
Outbound
Protected
Bikeways
with
Landscaped
Center
Median;
One-Way
Hermann
Street
8
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STRAIGHTENED
CROSSWALK,
St
11
6
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www.sfmta.com/uppermarket
St
9
4
ONE-WAY HERMANN ST, NEW LAGUNA
14
WIDENED STREETCAR ISLAND
CROSSWALK MEDIAN REFUGE
7
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12

a

Min. 14’ clear for
emergency access

Implement westbound parking protected bike lane Octavia to
Buchanan (removes seven metered spaces); maintain &
enhance passenger loading

New Sidewalk

k

Relocated car share space

Va
le
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*

Add accessible pedestrian refuge island to existing crosswalk; upgrade existing painted center divider with
pavers (maintain access for emergency response)

Flexible Bolla

Blv

STOP

Public open space

Octavia St

Bicycle access is retained along
Octavia St. A short contra-flow
bikeway could be installed on
Hayes to facilitate a wiggle to
continue on Octavia northbound.

– Managing loading by
ride-hail services and
taxis; and limiting traffic
on Linden St

Existing Curb

via

Octavia St

14

Oct
a

No vehicular traffic

Convert Hermann Street to one-way eastbound with
angled parking; allows larger bulbout next to new senior
housing/cafe and may add spaces pending SFFD review

Freeway; add bike box for outbound Market Street
accessible crosswalks, bulbout at McCoppin Hub path; add
bike signal with ‘head start’
for people biking inbound across
Green Zone Green Zone
Octavia Street (reduces potential conflicts at Valencia Street)
Replace Market Street left-turn lane with landscaped center
Remove existing bulbout to allow protected bike lane with
11
9
median; prohibit left-turns onto Octavia (see #3); add
widened transit boarding island (no impacts to existing
center pedestrian refuge island
trees); tighten corner to improve Laguna Street crossing

St

Public open space

-5

– Access for businesses
(particularly deliveries)

High Pressure

Realign crosswalk with Guerrero Street bulbout; extend &
widen transit boarding island; update signal pole design

na

- 5?

Barriers could be designed to
swing open easily for quick
emergency and other access.

Existing on-street car-share space
removed (or relocated to neaby location)

5

Low Pressure

Passenger Loading

6’ 10”

gu

A bike share station is planned
for the block between Fell and
Linden. An alternative site might
be adjacent to the park within the
closure area to retain parking.

– Maintaining emergency
access lane (14’ required)

13

– Fewer options for turning north from Market St
Timeline
Bulbout Guerrero Street intersection by combining
9
4
8 island for protected bikeway
– Additional
cars
(~140
into northbound
peak commute
hour)
Add protection
bike lane on Octavia local
Expand median
at Central Fwy
left/through lanes4 (removes 3 moto spaces); consider
14
road (concrete island or flexible bollards); enhance Market
approach (requires sidewalk/plaza narrowing)
continuation of Guerrero landscaped center median &
5
on parallel streets
(e.g.,andLaguna,
Franklin)
Street crosswalk
consider extinguishable
“No Right
additional London
trees
- May 2nd (next month): SFMTA Board meeting (last public hearing) to consider approval
of Plane
Upper
Market
Street
proposal
3
10
Turn on Red” sign for drivers turning right from Central
Improve touchdown of Central Fwy ramp with more

La

One-way traffic flow on Linden St
between Laguna and Octavia would
need to be reversed eastbound to
facilitate access to Patricia’s Green.

Linden

Fell St

CONCEPT 2: URBAN PLAYSCAPE

LEGEN

127

Implement westbound parking protected bike lane Octavia to
6
Buchanan
(removes seven metered spaces); maintain &
Section
A passenger loading
enhance

Green Zone

Key issues

13

14

6’ 10”

Objectives

Explore opportunities to program the space with activities and place-making

Restrict left turns from EB Market
onto NB Octavia Blvd?

6

Looking west (outbound) on Market Street

(use sticky notes to leave comments)
(use sticky notes to leave comments)
15’

Sidewalk

6’

Protected
Bike
Lane

4’

Ped /
Door
Zone

8’

Parking

10’

Travel Lane

11’

Travel Lane /
F-Line Streetcar

2’

10’

Landscaped
Center Median

11’

Travel Lane /
F-Line Streetcar

10’

Travel Lane

8’

Parking

4’

6’

Ped / Protected
Door
Bike
Zone
Lane

15’

Sidewalk

Parking-protected bike lane – proposed cross section

